LANCO MG Club Minutes
Sept. 9, 2013
Florentino’s Restaurant at Lancaster Airport
Twenty-four people were present for the meal and meeting.
The meals were ordered at 3pm and the meeting was at 4pm. Ralph decided to switch
to see how it worked out.
The first order of business was the trivia question. Tom Naples got one of the questions
right. I forgot who the other person was…sorry.
We have decided not to change the name of the club for various reasons one of which
is we would lose our Insurance through NAMGBR.
Past Events were BIG, TOB, Cars Coffee & Conversation. TOB was a success,
everyone liked the tent and the last minute food vendor worked out. There were 180
cars. Cars were from 5 states, 161 from PA. MG (60), Triumph (38), Minis (28), Austin
Healey (13) and Jaguar (13) were the largest number of Marques. Top clubs were
Lanco (47), Phila Mini (20), Cent PA Triumph (12), AH Sports Car Club (6), Britta (3),
Phila MG (3). We are looking at another charity to donate some proceeds. We would
like to spread the donation with the three counties Adams, York and Lancaster.
The name tag was drawn. Barbara Spear was drawn but she was not present so the
money goes up to $80.
We have ten new members so far this year.
Going around the room. Scott Walter talked about the repairs on his 2006 Mini. Al Little
sold his MGB and ordered a new Mini
Dombach wants to buy a rubber bumper MGB.
Up-coming events are listed in this issue and on our web site.
After the meeting we drove to Cal High’s beautiful collection of American convertible
autos from mostly 1930’s and 40’s. All are Hershey AACA winners. Cal also has a large
collection of toy autos and construction equip.
Oct. 13 Woody’s NEW meeting place will be at Musser’s Grocery store at the
intersection of Rt. 272 and Rt. 372 If you did not sign up at the last meeting call Gloria
(285-7379) or e-mail (mg1lanco@comcast.net)

